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ABOUT THE BOOK
~ MERGING THE HEART AND
SOUL OF THE UNIVERSE TO
CHANGE OUR FATE
A MURDER MYSTERY
Merging two genres: Speculative Fiction
and Murder Mystery
THEME
Tantalizing tale of murder that revolves
back 2000 years
CHARACTERS:
2020 A.D
Park Couple: Rhonda & Tom
Hikers: Brett & Lee

BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU ASK FOR:

4020 A.D.

So...we say we want more control to save the animals,
Daren, Michele, Ryan, Teron, Astarte,
environment, and have more leveling in religions...
Geo, John, Dango, Sam, Vermeer,
So...we say we want freedom to create: life, biological solutions,
Mylar, Vangogh
and other beings through cellular manipulation...
Which persona is more like yours?

What if we get it?
ERASED book elements interact organically with its
environment revising religions and providing a twist of
fate: a mythological creation story.
A new era designed by nature through environmental
and anthropological challenges building the perfect
harmonic earth with humankind:
~ plant, animal & human synergy with natural
surroundings a different form of evolution; humans
collaborate with animals for their living in order to
ensure their safety and propagation (eliminating
potential extinction).
~ people no longer eat meat, hunt for animals, or
disturb environmental habitats with catastrophic
consequences.

CHARACTER SETTING:

You can’t escape the
ETERNAL SHADOW, a
reflective subconscious
which follows you through life.
~ Daren must face his shadow
self to become whole,
integrating Jungian’s duality of
the shadow father figure to
regain sanity.

ENVIRONMENT:
Yellowstone Park, Venezuela Guayana,
Antarctica, Greenland, Emerald Pond,

Antipodes, Tiller Farm and Wilkes
A civilization of merged traditions and culture with
Coast.
intermixed languages of the result of random survivors
who emerged from a cavern in Venezuela to re-populate
BIER HALL :SCHNOPS LOCK
the world.
~ people evolved with slight DNA changes from the
2100 survivors to begin again with one advantage; 21st
Century technology.

A Golden Age cyclical civilization is in harmony,
where murder is only a myth birthed from a two
thousand year old past.

CIVILIZATION
41st Century or a restart of 2020 Y.E. a
new beginning.
LAW & ORDER
Law Balancers Exploration for Truth and
Intention

